Iceland's largest ice cap, Vatnajokull, has been the test site for a series of airborne and satellite remote-sensing studies since 1966. Various types of image data acquired by the Landsat Multispectral Scanner (MSS) and the Seasat Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) are assessed for their value to glaciological studies of Vatnajokull. A low Sun angle winter 1973 MSS band 7 Landsat image of Vatnajokull provides information about the distribution and size of subglacial volcanic calderas, cauldron subsidence caused by subglacial geothermal and (or) intrusive volcanic activity, and delineation of the probable position of surface ice divides. Two types of multi-spectral digital enhancements were applied to a late summer 1973 MSS image of Vatnajokull. The first type was used to prepare a planimetric base map showing the location of the principal surface features and an inventory of 38 named outlet glaciers, one internal ice cap (Oraefajokull), and two detached glaciers which comprise this complex ice cap, and to measure its area (8300 km 2 ) . The second type provides information about the position of the snow line at the approximate end of the 1973 melt season, the areas encompassed by the ice facies of the ablation area and the slush zone and wet-snow facies j percolation facies of the accumulation area. More information about the surface morphology of Vatnajokull was available from the low Sun angle winter and the digitally enhanced summer Landsat image of the ice cap than from the Seasat SAR image.
INTRODUCTION
Iceland's largest ice cap, Vatnajokull (Figs I and 2A) , has been the focal point for a series of volcanological and glaciological airborne and satellite remote-sensing studies during the past 20 years. In the late 1960s and early 1970s three aerial thermographic surveys of known or suggested geothermal and volcanic areas within and peripheral to the ice cap were conducted others 1969, 1972) , including the high-temperature geothermal area (Hveradalur) and volcanic features associated with the calderas at K verkfjoll on the north-central margin of Vatnajokull. The knowledge gained from these surveys provided the scientific impetus for a succession of satellite remote-sensing experiments on Vatnajokull, beginning in 1973 with the first usable Landsat Multispectral Scanner (MSS) images. Research with Landsat data was initially directed at achieving a better understanding of the subglacial geomorphology and regional tectonic setting of the ice cap (Thorarinsson and others 1974) ; subsequent research has focused on glaciological studies (Williams [a), 1986 . Only limited analysis has been done with Seasat Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images of Vatnajokull.
Vatnajokull is situated in south-eastern Iceland. It has an area of 8300 km 2 , according to measurements made from the 22 September 1973 Landsat image ), or 8% of the area of Iceland (73.7% of the area covered by A uthor's note: The Icelandic letters, thorn (p), eth (0), and (re) are used on all figures and in Table I . In the text, however, thorn, eth, and re are transliterated to th, d, and ae, respectively. Diacritics over Icelandic vowels are retained in both figures and text . Index map (after Williams 1983[a) ) of the 13 principal ice caps of Iceland. Base map modified from Rikisutgafa Namsb6ka, Reykjavik (no date).
glaciers (Bj6rnsson 1980[a) )). It has an estimated volume of 3520 km 3 (Bauer 1955 , Sigbjarnarson 1971 . Although Vatnajokull appears to be simply a single large ice cap, in reality it is dynamically complex, the result of the coalescence of several independent foci of ice accumulation centered on subglacial volcanic highs. Emanating from this 8300 km 2 composite ice cap are 38 named outlet glaciers (Table I; Fig.2A, B) , each with its own physical and flow characteristics. There may be at least as many additional unnamed outlet glaciers, if all the various protruberances around its margin are included (Figs 2A, B, and 3 ). West of a line between the western edge of Kverkfjoll and the eastern margin of Sidujokull, Vatnajokull straddles the northern part of the Eastern and the southern part of the Northern Volcanic Zones of active volcanism, including the dormant subglacial volcano at Th6rdarhyrna which last erupted in 1903 (Thorarinsson and Saemundsson 1980) , and intrusive and extrusive volcanic and geothermal activity associated with the calderas at Grimsvotn and K verkfjol1. Grimsvbtn has had a long history of volcanic activity (sporadic documentation since the sixteenth century), with two eruptions in this century (1934 and 1983) ; there have been seven (or eight?) known volcanic eruptions from the K verkfj611 area du ring the past 500 years (Thorarinsson and Saemundsson 1980) . The south-eastern part of Vatnaj6kull is dominated by the ice center and large composite volcano, Oraefaj6kull, which has the highest elevation in Iceland at 2119 m; two historic eruptions took place in 1362 and 1727, respectively (Iceland Geodetic Survey 1979, Thorarinsson and Saemundsson 1980) . Volcanic eruptions from Kverkfj611 and Oraefaj6kull cause j6kulhlaups, or glacier outburst floods, down the valley of l6kulsa a Fjbllum to the north and across the eastern part of the outwash plain of Skeidararsandur on the south, respectively. Grimsvotn is also the sou rce of more periodic jokulhlaups (Rist 1955) , following penetration of the ice dam on the east side of the 5So me twe nti eth century maps use the name Svinafellsj 6k ull f or the so uth-western part of Hoffellsj6kull. Because of confusion with an outlet glacier of the same name from the western sid e of Orrefajiikull, it has been replaced by the name Hoffellsjokull vestri (personal communication from S. Rist , 1986 ). 6S U I ta rtu nguj iik u 11; E yvindstungnakoll ur. 7Fe llsj 6k ull; Birnuj6kull. 8Si gbj a rnarso n (1971) subdivided Breioamerkurjiikull into three parts: Mavabygg oaj 6k ull on the west, Esjufjallaj6kull in the center, and Norolingalreo arjokull on the east. Rist (personal communication , 1986 ) stated th a t these separate parts of Bre ioa merkurjokull d o not reall y exist as inde pe nd e nt glac iers; he prefers th at they be referred to as ice "currents": M avabyggoastraumur, Esjufjallastra umur , and No rolin ga lre oars tra umur. 90rre fa j 5k ull is not a true outlet glacier. It is a se parate ice cap within th e so uth e rn mar gin of Vatnaj6kull, from which II outlet glaciers (26-36) originate.
IOHoffellsdal sjiik ul1. caldera (Bj6rnsson 1975 (Bj6rnsson , T6masso n 1975 or, less frequently, from volcanic activity (Bj6rnsson and Kristmannsd6ttir 1984 Gr6nvold and J6hannesson 1984) . The surface manifestatio~ on Vatnajokull of subglacial geothermal and (or) intrusive volcanic activity is often in the form of collapse cauldrons (cone-shaped, concentric fault-bounded depressions) in the ice-cap surface, of which the two collapse cauldrons northwest of Grimsviitn are the most prominent at present. Both of these depressions are the source of periodic j6kulhlaups on the south-western margin of Vatnajokull, down the valley of Skafta (Thorarinsso n and Rist 1955 , Bjornsson 1983 ).
According to Thorarinsson and others (J 974) , the e~sternmost cauldron first appeared in 1955; according to BJornsson (J 983), the western most cauldron was first noted in 1971.
LANDSAT
Landsat images, especially those acquired during 1973, have proven to be the most valuable of all th e Landsat images acquired of Iceland between 1972 and , in terms of providing new information about the regional volcanic geomorphology and tectonics of the terrane beneath Vatnajiikull (Figs 3 and 4) (Thorarinsson and others 1974 ) . Although the basic image initially used for the geomorphic analysis of the surface of Vatnajokull was partiall y cl o udcovered and acquired at a solar elevation angle of only 7 0 on 31 January (1192-12084) ( Fig.3 ) (Thorarinsson and others 1974) , special digital processing of the 22 September 1973 image (1426-12070) ( Fig.4 ) provides essentially the same information for the entire ice cap.
On the 1973 winter image, the northern margin and so me of the eastern a nd south-eastern parts of Vatnaj6kull are obscured by clouds; the 1973 late summer image is cloud-free. Image maps at a scale of 1 : 500 000 have been published for both the winter image (US Geological Survey 1977[a] ) and the summer image (US Geological Survey 1976) of Vatnajokull.
Although the low Sun angle 1973 winter image provided the best information about the surface morphology of Vatnaj6kull, the digitally enhanced, cloud-free late summer image was more valuable for glaciological studies, because it was fortuitously acquired at the approximate end of the 1973 melt season. Delineation of the margin of the ice cap, surface ice divides, and the transient snow line ( Fig.2A, B) can be easily accomplished from the image (Fig.4) . Special digital image processing of the late summer image also permits delineation of the ice facies of the ablation area and the slush zone and wet-snow facies / percolation facies of the accumulation area of Vatnajokull ( Figs 2B and 5) . The terminology associated with the concept of glacier facies will be defined and discussed in a later section of this paper. Miinzer and Bodechtel (1980) also experimented with various digital image-processing techniques on the fall and winter 1973 images of Vatnaj6kull to analyze the surface expression of subglacial topography and to plot lineaments.
Digital image-enhancement methods Fig.3 is a standard black-and-white print · of Vatnaj6kull produced from a multi-spectral scanner (MSS) band 7, 70 mm negative processed by an electron-beam image recorder (EBIR). The Landsat I image was acquired at a very low solar elevation angle on 31 January 1973. Michael J . Abrams (Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology) prepared a series of digitally enhanced images from computer-compatible tape (CCT) data , including linear stretches of the optimum range of digital numbers (DNs) of each of the four MSS bands and bi-band ratios of several band combinations. None of these digitally processed data, however, added any new information about the surface morphology other than that which was already evident on the conventionally processed MSS band 7 EBlR image.
Low Sun angle images of snow-covered surfaces, such as Fig.3 , enable subtle morphological features to be recorded by the sensors of the Landsa t MSS system. This is the result of differential illumination produced by slight changes in slope orientation, especially those at right-angles to the solar azimuth of 162 o. At higher Sun angles, morphological and spectral information is often lost on snow-covered glaciers because of saturation of the MSS detectors (Ferrigno and Williams 1983, Dowdeswell and Mclntyre 1986 ). An analysis of the 31 January 1973 image of Vatnaj6kull ( Fig.3 ) yielded considerable information about the regional structural, volcanic, and tectonic setting of the terrane under the ice cap others 1974, Williams and . Fig.3 was especially useful in plotting the probable location of surface ice divides (see Fig.2A and B), calderas, collapse cauldrons, and north-east-trending surface features in the western part of Vatnaj6kull.
FigA is a digitally enhanced Landsat I MSS false-color composite, cloud-free image (bands 4 , 5, and 7) of Vatnaj6kull acquired on 22 September 1973. Tt was custom processed by Lincoln Perry at the EROS Data Center of the US Geological Survey.
A series of standard digital image-processing techniques was applied to all four MSS bands: radiometric restoration (also called destriping), edge enhancement, synthetic line generation, sampling geometric restoration, Earth rotation correction, and detector misregistration correction (US Geological Survey, I 977[bJ) . Perry also employed a triple piecewise linear-stretch (contrast-enhancement) technique on the three groups of brightness ranges on the Vatnajokull image which were identified from computer-generated histograms of the DNs of each of the three MSS bands (4, 5, and 7): highly reflective snow, medium-reflective vegetation, and lowreflective basalt flows, deep water, and outwash plains (sandar).
Each of these three groups of reflectance was independently stretched linearly over a specific DN interval to capture the full brightness range ( were then converted to analog form (film transparency) by a laser beam image recorder (LBIR) and composited on to color film by projecting MSS bands 4, 5, and 7 through yellow, red, and blue filters, respectively, thereby producing the image shown in FigA. From a glaciological viewpoint, Perry's achievement was to bring out morphological detail on the highly reflective snow-covered surface of Vatnaj6kull while still retaining detail in the low-reflectance areas of the ice cap, such as the bare glacier ice and debris-covered termini, and at the same time preserving the standard falsecolor composite image colors. By comparison, virtually all of the morphological information in the snow-covered areas is lost in the EBIR-generated image. The digitally enhanced image (Fig.4 ) also very nearly recaptures the morphological detail of the ice-cap surface shown on Fig.3 , but at a solar elevation angle of 25 0, not 7 0, thus indicating that this method can be used on scenes acquired under a wide range of solar elevations, as long as a particular MSS band is not saturated .
Glacio-volcanic geomorphology
The morphological information shown on FigA was used to prepare Fig.2A . Four well-defined, elliptically shaped calderas can be delineated (Thorarinsson and others 1974) : one at Grimsv6tn, two at K verkfj6ll, and one at 0raefaj6kul1. The 6 km x 4 km outer rim and the inner 3 km x 2 km pe rimeter of the snow-and ice-covered lake on the caldera floor can be delineated at Grimsv6tn. The caldera is the source of periodic j6kulhlaups which ex it to the east before emerging to the south under the terminus of the Skeidararjokull outlet glacier (Thorarinsson 1953 , 1974 , Rist 1955 , Bj6rnsso n 1975 , T6masso n 1975 , Bj6rnsson and Kristmannsd6ttir 1984 . Two well-defined calderas both measuring 5 km x 3 km can be identified in the K verkfj611 area, either or both being the likely source for j6kulhlaups flowing to the north down the valley of the J6kulsa a Fjollum (Thorarinsson 1950) . A linear depression in the icecap surface extends 7 km to the south-west from the Hveradalur geothermal area into the western most caldera, about doubling the previous known linear extent of the geothermal area (Friedman and others 1972) . The total thermal yield from Hveradalur and a subglacial geothermal area located approximately 2 km up-glacier from the terminus of the K verkfj6ll outlet glacier (K verkj6kull) was estimated at 300-540 x 10 6 cal S-1 (by Friedman and others 1972) from calculations of areas of thermal activity interpreted from aerial thermographs and photographs, energy estimates of thermal surface drainage from these areas, and energy estimates from temperature and volumetric discharge measurements at the thermal stream emanating from the terminus of K verkj6kul1. The extension under the ice cap to the south could raise this total to as much as I x 10 7 cal S-1, if the thermal output is commensurate with the areal inc rease. Indistinct linear features (dotted lines on lVilliam s: Satellite remote sensing of Vatnajokul/ Fig.2A ) on the ice-cap surface extend another 14 km to the south-west from the westernmost caldera towards the Grimsvotn caldera.
Approximately 10 and 14 km north-west of the western margin of the floor of the caldera in Grimsvotn, respectively, are large (2 km diameter) and small (1 km diameter) cauldrons, the result of subglacial geothermal and (or) intrusive volcanic activity at the base of approximately 500 m of ice (Eyth6rsson 1951 , Bjornsson 1986 , [b] ). From the larger cauldron a 5 km long sinuous depression extends to the south-west; a 2 km long depression also extends to the south-west from the smaller cauldron. The channel-like depressions are the probable morphological expressions on the ice-cap surface of the initial part of the sinuous subglacial cavities of water courses which periodically conduct melt water from the geothermal and (or) intrusive volcanic activity beneath the cauldrons to the beginning of the subaerial part of Skafta river valley at the terminus of Skaftar jokull (Thorarinsson and Rist 1955 ). Rist (Thorarinsson and Rist 1955) calculated the total volume of water discharged from the September 1955 Skaftarhlaup at 226 x 10 6 m 3 ± 45 x 10 6 m 3 , approximately equivalent in volume to the largest cauldron. The dotted lines on Fig .  2A show linear features on the surface of the ice cap which are the subdued surface expression of subglacial north-east-trending m6berg (palagonite) ridges, so strongly expressed south-west of the Vatnajokull margin on Fig.3 . Melt water that produces jokulhlaups on the Skafta ) are constrained to flow in a south-westerly direction because of the subglacial orientation of the m6berg ridges (Thorarinsson and Rist 1955, Bjornsson I 986[b] ). Details of the subglacial morphology in this part of Vatnajokull have been well defined by analysis of data from radio echo-sounding surveys (Bjornsson 1978[b] , 1986[a], [b]).
A well-defined 3 km x 2 km caldera can also be delineated in the summit area of Oraefajokull. A subglacial caldera, with dimensions similar to those at K verkfjoll, is concealed at Bardarbunga. Another subglacial, extinct(?) volcano is partially exposed at Esjufjoll with an indistinct 5 km x 3 km caldera visible north-east of Snaehetta. The eastern part of Vatnajokull apparently conceals another extinct(?) volcano at Grendill, with a possible eroded summit caldera having dimensions similar to the one at Oraefajokull .
Glaciology

Surface morphology
On Fig.2A , the probable locations of surface ice divides are delineated north of Grimsvotn, including one branch towards Kverkfjoll (Kverkfjallahryggur) and another towards Esjufjoll. Other probable divides are mapped at Snaehetta, transverse to Nordlingalaegd, at Breidabunga, and another extends south-west from Grendill. Dowdeswell (unpublished) delineated surface ice divides on the Nordaustlandet ice caps of Svalbard from Landsat images . No attempt was made to delineate the approximate boundaries between outlet glaciers on the basis on the surface ice divides, such as was done by Dowdeswell and Drewry (1985) in Svalbard, because of the complex character of Vatnajokull with its 38 named outlet glaciers and its variable subglacial volcanic morphology. Comprehensive radio echo-sounding surveys, such as those of Bjornsson (l986[a] , [b]) will be a necessary part of delineating the drainage-basin boundaries for each outlet glacier. The margin of Vatnajokull, shown on Fig. 2A , which was determined from Fig.4 , was used to compile an inventory of the 38 outlet glaciers, one intra-ice-cap ice cap (Oraefajokull), and two detached glaciers (Table I) , and to calculate the area of the ice cap (8300 km 2 ). As was already established in the work on Langjokull (Fig. I ) , Landsat is an excellent source for compiling inventories of large ice masses, especially ice caps and outlet glaciers (Williams 1986 ). The geographic place-names of the outlet and detached glaciers of Vatnajokull are derived from maps published by the Iceland Geodetic Survey and from maps included in articles published in Jokul/ and other scientific publications with corrections furnished by Sigurj6n Rist (personal communication 1986).
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Glacier facies
The concept of glacier facies was developed by Benson (1959 Benson ( ,1961 Benson ( ,1962 and Muller (1962) . Benso n's original concept was modified somewhat in subsequent papers (Benson 1967, Benson and Motyka [1979] ). In the discussion of glacier facies which follows, however, the latest published work by Benson (Benson and Motyka [1979] ) and the work by Muller (1962) are used. Benson and Motyka ([ 1979] ) divided a glacier into an ablation area and an accumulation area; the dividing line between the two areas represents the equilibrium line. The equilibrium line also represents the down-glacier boundary of the superimposed ice zone. Up-glacier from the equilibrium line is the snow line . The bare glacier ice of the ablation area and the exposed part of the superimposed ice zone between the equilibrium line and the snow line are collectively referred to as the ice facies. Up-glacier from the snow line are the wet-snow facies, the percolation facies, and the dry-snow facie s , separated by the wet-snow line and the dry-snow line, respectively. Muller (1962) developed a similar scheme but he subdivided the wet-snow facies and the percolation facies of Benson into three zones up-glacier from the annual snow line: slush zone, percolation zone B, and percolation zone A, with a slush limit defining the up-glacier boundary of the slush zone and percolation zone B.
By special digital image-processing techniques, it appears possible to spectrally delineate some aspects of glacier facies on Landsat images of glaciers acquired during the ablation season (in particular the ice facies , transient snow line, slush zone, wet-snow facies/ percolation facies, and possibly the dry-snow facies, although the latter remains to be established). image is probably at its highest altitude . The elevation of the snow line varies around Vatnajokull (Fig.2B) , being higher in the north because of less precipitation (Eyth6rsson 1960 , Bjornsson 1980 ). On 22 September 1973 , the "snow line" generally paralleled the 1000 m contour and ofte n conformed to it on several outlet glaciers; on the southern margins, the "snow line" is generally lower than 1000 m, descending to about 700 m on the terminus of Skalafellsjokull; on the northern margin, the snow line is above 1000 m, reaching 1300 m or more on the north-west slope of Bardarbunga, around Kverkfjoll, and on the north slope of the area around Grendill. Fig.2B , a cross-section along A-A' on Fig.2A , a distance of 123.5 km from the terminus of Sidujokull in south-western Vatnajokull to the terminus of Bruarjokull on the northern part of the ice cap, shows the snow line at about 900 m on the former and about 1150 m on the latter. The planimetric map position of the "snow line" on 22 September 1973, derived from the Landsat imagery, for the entire ice cap is shown as a heavy dashed line on Fig.2A . Sidujokull and Bruar jokull are classified as surging glaciers, and both surged in I 963-{)4, 0.5 km and 8.0 km, respectivel y (Thorarinsson 1969) . The pOSItion of the terminus of Bruarjokull in 1936 is shown by an arrow, approximately 6 km further south than its position on 22 September 1973.
Also on Fig.2B , I have shown by arrows the pOSItIOn of the up-glacier edge of the slush zone on Sidujiikull and Bruarjiikull at 1000 m and 1200 m, respectively. The positions of these arrows on the cross-section were determined by analysis of the color patterns on Fig.5 .
The type of computer-enhanced color image shown in Fig.5 appears to provide a good correlation of spectral variations on the surface of Vatnajiikull, with the ice facies of the ablation area and some of the facies of the accumulation area of a temperate glacier. On Vatnajiikull , the colors apparently correlate as follows: ice facies (ablation area and superimposed ice zone of the accumulation area): light blue, bare glacier ice; orange, concentration of supraglacial debris (on the surface of the glacier) or englacial material (within the glacier; for example, "dirty" ice versus clean ice). According to Benson and Motyka ([1979] ), the ice facies includes the entire ablation area and extends into the accumulation area as a superimposed ice zone (if one is present), between the equilibrium line (boundary between the ablation area and the accumulation area) and the snow line, and also extends beneath the wet-snow facies. It is probably not possible to differentiate between the spectral signatures of bare glacier ice of the ablation area and the exposed part of the superimposed ice zone of the accumulation area, which is also bare glacier ice. On Fig.  2B all bare glacier ice is shown as ice facies. It is not absolutely certain what the orange color represents. It may be a concentration of dirt cones, other surficial debris, or englacial material in the ice facies; field spectra and observations are obviously needed to confirm or reject these conclusions. Laboratory studies of ice suggest that small amounts (-I % or less) or particulate matter can reduce the reflectance at 0.55 /Lm (Landsat MSS band 4 is 0.50-0.60 /Lm) by 50% or more (Clark 1982) . Perhaps the presence of englacial or supraglacial particulate matter is the explanation for the orange color within some parts of the ice facies. Accumulation area: black, slush zone; dark to light gray, wet-snow facies / percolation facies. The black color does apparently correspond with the slush zone. It is a relatively narrow zone on the steeper outlet glaciers (a few kilometers wide) but much wider on gently sloping glaciers, such as on Bruarjiikull and Dyngjujiikull, where the slush zo ne can extend for more than 10 km. Above the up-glacier boundary of the slush zone (Fig.2B) is the wet-snow facies which grades further up-glacier into the percolation facies.
It is doubtful whether a dry-snow facies of the accumulation area exists on Vatnajiikull, except perhaps at the two highest elevations at Bardarbunga (2000 m) and Oraefajiikull (2119 m). According to Einarsson (1976) , during July , the warmest month in Iceland , only two small areas around th e two highest parts of Vatnajiikull lie within the O°C isotherm of mean monthly temperature. Because of the absence of permanent year-round weather stations on Vatnaji:ikull, the isotherms on the ice cap are calculated from the average adiabatic lapse-rate in Iceland, 0.067 deg km -1, using interior highland weather stations , such as that at the Miid rudalur farm about 65 km north of Bruarjiikull, as the basis for extrapolation (pe rsonal communication from Trausti J6nsso n, 1986). Beca use of slope orientation away from the Sun (solar azimuth of 164°), the lighter gray areas on the ice cap are probably the result of this aspect difference in snow reflectance rather than the snow being dry. In all likelihood , the entire ice cap above the up-glac ier edge of the slush zo ne is in the wet-snow facies / percolation facies ( Figs 2B and 5) , although it is probably not possible to differentiate between the wet-snow facies and the percolation facies so lely on the basis of spectral information from the snow-covered surface. The two facies are therefore shown together. 0strem (1975) showed how the spec ific mass balance for several Scandinavian glaciers can be determined remotely (on satellite images or aerial photographs) by determining the elevation of the snow line (if it co nforms to the equilibrium line) at the end of the melt season. From more than 20 years of mass-balance studies on Nigardsbreen, Norway, 0strem and Haakensen (in press) found a linear relationship between the elevation of the equilibrium line at the end of the ablation season and the specific net mass balance of a glacier. Once the curve is established for a glacier, remote determination of the equilibrium line will lVi/liams: Satellite remote sensing of Vatnajokull give the specific net mass balance for that year. An alternative, although less precise technique is to use the accumulation-area ratio (AAR) to infer whether a given glacier has a posI tIve or negative mass balance (Krimmel and Meier 1975) . On the 22 September 1973 image of Vatnaji:ikull (Figs 2B, 4, and 5 ), the estimated minimum AAR for Vatnaji:ikull was 0.70, if the position of the snow line on that date was approximately the same as the position of the equilibrium line. Most glaciologists consider a range of 0.5-0.8 in the AAR for b = 0 to be reaso nable for temperate mountain glaciers.
SEASAT
Seas at Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images of all but the extreme western and north-eastern parts of Iceland were acquired during late summer and early fall of 19 78. Bodechtel and others (1979) (Fig. I) , a small ice cap (915 km 2 ) which lies about 30 km north-west of Vatnajiikull. He found a low radar return from the wetsnow facies at the higher elevations on this ice cap . Radar back-scatter increased down-glac ier until it was difficult to discrim inate between bare glacier ice and snow in the marginal part of the wet-snow facies . If the back-sca tter intensity were identical from bare glacier ice and the slush zone at L-band frequencies, this would explain the difficulty in determining the position of the transient snow line on the L-band SAR image of Vatnajiikull.
Neither the Seasat SAR image mosaic of Vatnaji:ikull nor the individual image strips correctly portray the ice cap geometrically; the image cannot be used to produce an accurate planimetric map . In mountainous areas (so uth -easte rn part of Vatnajiikull) it is difficult to delinea te the termini of the outlet glaciers. Quite the opposite is the case with the lobate outlet glaciers of most of the rest of Vatnaji:ikull. The termini of these outlet glaciers, such as Siduji:ikull , Dyngjuji:ikull, and Bruarji:ikull , and associated terminal moraines are clearly shown; their delineation on the Seasat SAR image is superior to the digitall y enhanced Landsat MSS image and about equal to a Landsat 3 RBV image (Williams 1979) . The combination of improved spatial resolution and the response of two different parts of the electromagnetic spectrum is considered to be the key.
CONCLUSIONS
Landsat MSS images to date have proven to be the best source of satellite-image data for studying surface morphology and glaciological phenomena, such as glacier facies, on the large and complex Vatnajiikull ice cap, and in preparing a preliminary inventory of its outlet glaciers ( Fig.2A) . The successful use of Landsat images to prepare preliminary inventories of some of Iceland's glaciers (WilIiams 1983[a] , [b], 1986) was also used by the Temporary Technical Secretariat for the World Glacier Inventory as the basis for preparing new guidelines for preliminary glacier inventories in polar areas (Scherler 1983) . It seems likely that satellite-imaging technology will be increasingly used for some types of glaciological studies, especially the preparation of preliminary inventories and dynamic changes in glacier facies of large ice masses, such as the polar ice sheets and ice caps (Swithinbank 1984 , Haeberli 1985 , Hall and Martinec 1985 , Williams 1985 .
Future work on Vatnajiikull should include analysis of Systeme Probatoire d'Observation de la Terre (SPOT) and Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) images, especially the thermal infra-red and mid-infra-red bands of the latter to determine their applicability to glaciological studies. To correlate better the different spectral reflectance of snow, ice, and morainic debris on the surface of Vatnajokull to the various facies of the ablation and accumulation areas, snow and (or) ice observations, field spectra, and ambient-temperature data need to be collected during traverses of outlet glaciers of the ice cap during the summer melt season.
